
FIREPLACE DOORS
from the heart of a craftsman

stollindustries.com



Stoll Fireplace, Inc. was established in 1969 when Mr. William Stoll designed and hand-crafted 
a custom screen for his South Carolina home. Mr. Stoll’s Christian values continue to be the 
guiding principles of the company’s ethical standards and customer satisfaction. 

Stoll Industries was formed after a lasting and successful tenure in the fireplace industry.  
Using their expertise in metal works, Stoll Fireplace, Inc. decided to broaden their custom metal 
designs to feature cabinets, walls, doors, drawers and backsplashes.

Today, the 3rd generation of the family continues to build on Stoll’s reputation in the industry  
for innovation, customer support, and quality hand-crafted products for the home.

Our wide range of products can be found in 

the finest specialty stores and design centers 

throughout the US and Canada.

To be intentional in our actions,  
building an environment of honesty  
and faith that creates a platform  
for God in the workplace.

Our Mission:

153 hwy 201 / abbeville, sc 29620 

www.stollindustries.com

FORGING PARTNERSHIPS
SINCE 1969.

Fireplace Doors
& Accessories Shelves Wall Systems Cabinet Facings BacksplashesRange Hoods

PROUDLY MADE
IN THE USA.
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Traditional
Our original series of steel doors. 06

Essential
Our standard sized economic collection. 10

Legacy
Our series of extruded aluminum doors. 11

Rustic
Our series displaying custom metal work. 12

Modern
Our series designed for contemporary settings. 22

Components
Choose from a variety of components to give  
your fireplace doors a customized look to fit  
your individual style. 28

Contents:

Fire shown inside closed doors is for display purposes 
only. Do NOT burn with doors closed unless your 
doors have pyro-ceramic glass.
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/ education

Fireplace Education:
The fireplace is one of the most enduring and desirable elements of the American home. 

Enhance the beauty and usefulness of any fireplace design while increasing safety and 
efficiency with the installation of a quality Stoll Industries fireplace door.

We desire to educate and inform you about our products. Use our helpful tutorial to 
determine which type of fireplace is in your home, and which products are compatible 
with your existing fireplace.

For more information:

Visit: stollindustries.com

Email: sales@stollindustries.com

Types of Fireplaces
A series of color-coded symbols are listed 
below and used throughout the brochure to 
quickly identify compatibility with various  
fireplace types and styles.

Fireplace Sizes
Look for the sizing icon used throughout the 
brochure to quickly identify compatibility with 
various fireplace sizes. 

M Masonry

ZC Zero Clearance RF Reface

DV Direct Vent
Standard Sizes
Stoll offers standard sizes designed 
to fit a range of fireplace openings 
for faster delivery or the budget- 
conscious homeowner.

Custom Sizes
Stoll can custom build a set 
of doors to meet your exact 
fireplace specifications.

/ education4



Masonry fireplaces take many forms, from brick and stone to 
marble and modern glass designs. These types of fireplaces  
require an external chimney for smoke to escape, but often  
allow outside air to enter the home. 

Our fireplace doors eliminate 90% of the cold air drafts that 
may occur, adding functionality to their elegant appearance.

A zero clearance or factory-built fireplace is a metal box with 
refractory bricks inside manufactured to be framed into a house. 
Stoll doors are specially made to fit your brand of manufactured 
fireplace, with proper “air flow” provided in various ways to en-
sure all ventilation requirements of the manufacturer are met.

While a traditional fireplace provides an open burning 
chamber that vents through a chimney, a direct vent fireplace 
does not require a chimney and can vent horizontally out a side-
wall or vertically to the roof. The front glass enclosure is porous, 
allowing radiant heat to pass into the room. 

As a result, the glass face can become extremely hot. As a safety 
feature, Stoll incorporates a mesh panel that covers the glass to 
prevent burning, but still allows the heat to pass through. 

Zero Clearance

Masonry

DV Direct Vent

Identification Tip: Look for a manufactured metal fireplace box.

Masonry fireplace Zero Clearance fireplace

Look for a manufactured metal fireplace box that contains a sealed glass panel 
that does not open.

Look for a brick or stone fireplace that is combined with a working chimney.

The Stoll reface option is custom designed to fit pre-manufac-
tured fireplaces, but incorporates decorative louvers to cover 
the ventilation openings. 

Our magnetic mounting system allows for quick and easy 
installation.

RefaceRF

ZC

ZC

M

M

education /

Fireplace Door Types:
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/ traditional

The traditional series from Stoll is our time-
proven line of custom made fireplace doors.  
Choose from a variety of custom and standard 
options, durable powder coat finishes, solid 
metal overlays, or any combination to accent 
and beautify your fireplace setting.

Traditional

Original

Bar Iron

Inset

Essential

Legacy

07

08

09

10

11

Style: Original
Finish: Antique Brass
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traditional / original /

shown in textured black and brushed chrome

The Original
One of our most accommodating fireplace doors!

Custom Sizes

Custom Sizes

Features:
• Classic design

• Allows for maximum overlap

Frame Details:
• 2” Default frame width

• 3/4” Default frame depth

• 1” Door frame

• 14ga steel

ZC RF

DV-Reface
shown in oil rubbed bronze 
with arch conversion and 
1518 louvers

ZC-Reface
shown in vintage vein 
with copper trim, arch 
window pane design,  
and 1518 louvers

DV RF

Standard
& Custom Sizes

M ZC

MasonryM ZC Zero Clearance RF RefaceDirect ventDV
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/ traditional / bar iron

shown in antique black with window pane design

Visit www.stollindustries.com to find specification sheets for customization features and options for this style.

DV RF

Bar Iron
Exceptionally rigid frame, most customizable door style.

Features:
• Low profile frame

• Laser-cut seamless frame

Frame Details:
• 7ga Steel

• 2” Default frame width 

• 3/16” Default frame depth

• 1” Doorframe

DV-Reface
shown in bronzed iron, 
with 1523 louvers

Custom Sizes

Custom Sizes

ZC RF

ZC-Reface
shown in matte black with 
chrome trim, and 1517 louvers

M ZC Standard 
& Custom Sizes
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shown in textured black and brushed nickel, with arch conversion and window pane design

M ZC

traditional / inset /

Inset
Recessed into the main frame, our inset doors provide a flush, 
clean appearance.

Custom Sizes

Custom Sizes

Features:
• Minimalistic flat design

• Laser-cut seamless frame

• 2 European hinge styles

Frame Details:
• 7ga Steel

• 2” Default frame width

• 3/16” Default frame depth

• 1” Door frame

ZC RF

Inline
shown in textured black 
and antique steel, with 
inline door style and hinge

ZC-Reface
shown in matte black and 
antique steel with inline 
hinges and door style 
with 1515 louvers

M ZC Custom Sizes

MasonryM ZC Zero Clearance RF RefaceDirect ventDV
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Original Standard
shown in charcoal

Columbia
shown in oil rubbed bronze
with arch door & window pane design

Philadelphia
shown in charcoal

Visit www.stollindustries.com to find specification sheets for customization features and options for this style.

/ traditional / essentials

Essential Collection
The Essentials line from Stoll was designed to fill the needs of the home owner on a budget or those looking for an excellent value.

M ZC Standard
Sizes

Standard
Sizes

Standard
Sizes

M M

Kingston-Standard
shown in champagne

Standard
Sizes

M Kingston-Custom
shown in bronzed iron

Mesh Door
shown in charcoal

Custom
Sizes

Custom
Sizes

M ZC M ZC
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Stockton
shown in brite copper

Huntington
shown in brushed brass

Arcadia
shown in brite nickel 
and textured black

traditional / legacy / 

Legacy Collection
This line of extruded aluminum doors showcases Stoll innovation and design. Features including all-in-one mounting system, thicker extrusions, 

hinges that allow doors to open 180 degrees, make the Legacy Collection the best extruded aluminum doors to own.

M ZC M ZC M ZCCustom
Sizes

Custom
Sizes

Custom
Sizes

Avalon
shown in brite nickel

Standard
& Custom Sizes

Lancaster
shown in vintage nickel

Brentwood
shown in oil rubbed bronze
and antique steel 

Custom
Sizes

Custom
Sizes

M ZCM ZC M ZC

MasonryM ZC Zero Clearance RF RefaceDirect ventDV
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/ rustic

The rustic series captures the charm and style  
of metal work created in the days of the black-
smith’s forge. Choose from a variety of hammered, 
distressed, and embellished designs to comple-
ment your hearth. 

Rustic

Blacksmith

Industrial

Aged Iron

Transitional

Forged Iron

Vintage

Old World

Artisan

Sliding Door

13

18

14

19

15

20

16

21

17

Style: Artisan
Finish: Natural Iron

12



rustic / blacksmith / 

shown in burnished copper

Blacksmith
Displays extreme metal work from our finest craftsmen.

Features:
• Laser-cut Seamless Frame

• Rustic Banding and Rivets

• Handcrafted Details

Frame Details:
• 7ga Steel

• 4” Default Frame Width

• 3/16” Default Frame Depth

• 1.5” Door Frame

M ZC Custom Sizes

MasonryM ZC Zero Clearance RF RefaceDirect ventDV

DV-Reface
shown in silver mist

ZC-Reface
shown in textured black

Custom Sizes

Custom Sizes

ZC RF

DV RF
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/ rustic / aged iron

shown in clear natural, with rustic window pane and handles on center bar

Visit www.stollindustries.com to find specification sheets for customization features and options for this style.

DV RF

DV-Reface
shown in burnished copper

Custom Sizes

Custom Sizes

ZC RF

ZC-Reface
shown in clear natural, with 
rustic window pane, handles 
on center bar and 1517 
louvers

Aged Iron
Aged iron doors are heated and hand forged to a unique hammered finish.  
This distressed iron texture gives your fireplace a rustic warmth and charm.

Features:
• Low Profile Frame

• Rustic Hand Hammered Design

Frame Details:
• 3ga Steel

• 2” Default Frame Width

• 1/4” Default Frame Depth

• 1” Door Frame

M ZC Custom Sizes
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shown in clear natural, with lapjoint design and handles on center bar

rustic / forged iron / 

MasonryM ZC Zero Clearance RF RefaceDirect ventDV

Custom Sizes

Custom Sizes

ZC RF

DV-Reface
shown in clear natural

ZC-Reface
shown in burnished 
bronze, with 1519 louvers

DV RF

Forged Iron
Hand forged distressed metal that produces a deeply dimpled 
and scarred surface reminiscent of hand-wrought metal.

Features:
• Low Profile Frame

• Rustic Hand Hammered Design

Frame Details:
• 3ga Steel

• 2” Default Frame Width 

• 1/4” Default Frame Depth

• 1” Door Frame

M ZC Custom Sizes
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shown in burnished copper

/ rustic / old world

Visit www.stollindustries.com to find specification sheets for customization features and options for this style.

DV RF

DV-Reface
shown in burnished copper 
and textured black, with 
1520 louvers

Custom Sizes

Custom Sizes

ZC RF

ZC-Reface
shown in burnished bronze, 
with 1520 louvers

Old World
This design pairs hammer distressed metal and riveted corner brackets  
to replicate the look of metalwork crafted at the forge and anvil.

Features:
• Low Profile Frame

• Laser-cut Seamless Frame

• Hand Distressed Edges

• Corner Brackets and Rivets

Frame Details:
• 7ga Steel

• 2” Default Frame Width

• 3/16” Default Frame Depth

• 1.5” Door Frame

M ZC Custom Sizes
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shown in industrial black

rustic / sliding door / 

MasonryM ZC Zero Clearance RF RefaceDirect ventDV

Custom Sizes

Sliding Door
door profile

Sliding Door
This unique design allows the doors to roll back and forth on 
the frame the same as traditional sliding barn doors.

Features:
• Unique “barn door” design

• Premium Rollers and Track System

Frame Details:
• 7ga Steel

• 2” Default Frame Width

• 3/16” Frame Depth

• 2” Door Frame

M ZC Custom Sizes

M ZC

Custom Sizes

Sliding Door
shown in copper vein, 
with single door

M ZC
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shown in textured black

/ rustic / industrial

Visit www.stollindustries.com to find specification sheets for customization features and options for this style.

Industrial
shown in industrial black

Custom Sizes

Custom Sizes

ZC RF

ZC-Reface
shown in burnished copper

Industrial
Features an appealing blend of raw metal, exposed welds and grind marks,  
giving it a true industrial design.

Features:
• Factory Window Pane Design 

• Natural Steel Elements

Frame Details:
• 14ga or 7 ga Steel 

• 3” Default Frame Width

• 3/4” Default Frame Depth (14ga)

• 3/16” Default Frame Depth (7ga)

• 1.5” Door FrameM ZC Custom Sizes

M ZC
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shown in antique grey

rustic / transitional / 

MasonryM ZC Zero Clearance RF RefaceDirect ventDV

Custom Sizes

Custom Sizes

Transitional
frame detail

Transitional
shown in rust patina

Transitional
Spanning the gap between traditional and rustic, the transitional door 
perfectly accents a large variety of settings.

Features:
• Laser-cut Seamless Frame

• Raised Outer Lip

• Decorative Rivets

Frame Details:
• 7ga Steel

• 2.5” Default Frame Width

• 1” Default Frame Depth

• 1” Door Frame

M ZC Custom Sizes

M ZC

M ZC
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shown in vintage copper and natural iron

/ rustic / vintage

Visit www.stollindustries.com to find specification sheets for customization features and options for this style.

Vintage
Strong steel layered with distinguished copper accents 
gives an ageless look to this highly architectural door.

Features:
• No visible Hinges

• Hidden Frame Option

• Exclusive Architectural Handles

• Custom Rivets

Frame Details:
• 7ga Steel

• Hidden Frame or Standard Frame

• 3/16” Frame Depth

• 3” Door Frame Width

M ZC Custom Sizes

Vintage
frame detail

Custom Sizes

Custom Sizes

Vintage
handle detail

M ZC

M ZC
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shown in natural iron

rustic / artisan / 

MasonryM ZC Zero Clearance RF RefaceDirect ventDV

Artisan
This simple frame with thickened joints combines old world and 
modern styles to complement a variety of architectural settings.

Features:
• No visible hinges

• Hidden Frame Option

• Hand Crafted Joints

• Custom Rivets

Frame Details:
• 7ga Steel

• Hidden Frame or Standard Frame

• 3/16” Frame Depth

• 3” Door Frame Width

M ZC Custom Sizes

Custom Sizes

Custom Sizes

Artisan
frame detail

Artisan
handle detail

M ZC

M ZC
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/ modern

Inspired with clean lines and simple features 
our modern series makes a strong statement  
in a contemporary setting.

Modern

Manhattan

Elite Thinline

Total View

Alliance: Nolita/Tribecca

Stainless

23

24

25

26

27

Style: Total View
Finish: Champagne with copper  
 handles & hinges
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shown in pewter, with hidden frame

modern / manhattan / 

Manhattan
This remarkably simple design perfectly complements any 
modern environment.

Features:
• Clean Lines

• No Visible Hinges or Handles

• Hidden Frame Option

Frame Details:
• 7ga Steel

• Standard: 5” Default Frame Width

• Hidden: No Visible Frame

• 3/16” Frame Depth

• Standard: 4”  Default Door Frame

• Hidden: 2” Door Frame
M ZC Custom Sizes

M ZC

MasonryM ZC Zero Clearance RF RefaceDirect ventDV

Manhattan
shown in burnished bronze 
and oil rubbed bronze

ZC-Reface
shown in textured black 
and brushed nickel,  
with 1515 louvers

Custom Sizes

Custom Sizes

ZC RF
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shown in matte black, with nickel hardware

/ modern / elite thinline

Visit www.stollindustries.com to find specification sheets for customization features and options for this style.

Elite Thinline
frame detail

Custom Sizes

Custom Sizes

Elite Thinline
hinge detail

Elite Thinline
Thinnest frame in the Stoll family.

Features:
• Extremely Thin Main Frame

• Frameless Glass Doors 

• European Hinges

Frame Details:
• Overlap: 1/2” Frame Width 

• Inside Fit: 3/16” Frame Width

• 3/16” Frame Depth

M ZC Custom Sizes

M ZC

M ZC
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shown in brushed chrome

modern / total view /

MasonryM ZC Zero Clearance RF RefaceDirect ventDV

Standard 
& Custom Sizes

Custom Sizes

Total View
shown in champagne
with copper handles
and hinges

ZC-Reface
shown in brushed  
stainless with glass  
1515 louvers

Total View
This glass and hinge combination adds a modern flare 
to our original and bar iron frames.

Features:
• Modern Design 

• Frameless Glass Doors 

• Custom Sizes

Frame Details:
• 14ga or 7 ga Steel 

• 2” Default Frame Width

• 3/4” Default Frame Depth (14ga)

• 3/16” Default Frame Depth (7ga)

M ZC Standard 
& Custom Sizes

M ZC

ZC RF
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nolita shown in brite nickel, with hidden frame

/ modern / alliance

Visit www.stollindustries.com to find specification sheets for customization features and options for this style.

Tribecca
shown in antique black and 
brite nickel, with 
regular frame

Custom Sizes

Custom Sizes

ZC RF

ZC-Reface
tribecca shown in industrial 
black and vintage brass,  
with 1515 louvers

Alliance: Nolita/Tribecca
This series features a steel frame with aluminum doors that wrap  
the glass on three sides providing a clean and streamlined design.

Features:
• Steel Frame and Aluminum Doors

• Seamless Construction 

• Soft Close Hinges

• Nolita: Glass Overlays Door Frame 

• Tribecca: Glass Captured Inside 
 Door Frame

Frame Details:
• Frame Material: 7ga steel 

• Door Material: Extruded Aluminum 

• Regular Frame: 2.25” Frame Width      

• Hidden Frame: 1/2” Frame Width 

• 3/16” Frame DepthM ZC Custom Sizes

M ZC
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shown in brushed stainless

modern / stainless /

MasonryM ZC Zero Clearance RF RefaceDirect ventDV

Custom Sizes

Custom Sizes

Stainless
shown in brushed  
stainless

Stainless
shown in brushed  
stainless and oil rubbed 
bronze

Stainless
Modern look for indoor applications, rust free option  
for outdoor applications.

Features:
• Weatherproof for Outdoor Use 

• Low Profile Frame

• Laser-cut Seamless Frame

• Custom Sizes

Frame Details:
• 304 Stainless 

• 2” Default Frame Width 

• 3/16” Default Frame Depth 

• 1” Door Frame

M ZC Custom Sizes

M ZC

M ZC
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/ components

Choose from a variety of design options that will 
allow you to customize nearly any of our fireplace 
doors with the following options. 

Components

Inserts

Hinges

Frame Styles

Mesh

Decorative Designs

Handles

Finishes

Door Styles

Louvers

Damper Styles

29

31

30

31

30

32

34

31

33

31

28



perforated

woven wire

grey

antique* etched*pyro ceramic*

clear bronze

SoftEtch - Grey*SoftEtch - Clear* SoftEtch - Bronze*

*may require additional upcharge
components /

Glass Inserts: Mesh Inserts:

29



Rectangle Arch* Arch Conversion* Arch Top Add-on* Sidelight and Transom* Corner*

Window Pane Arch Window Pane
Arch Door  

and Window Pane
Arch Door

Expedition PaneMission Pane C Pane X Design

see page 33 for louver options

/ components

Frame Styles

Decorative Designs*
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Cabinet Pull Ring** Single Hinge Hanging

Traditional Bullet* Inset Hidden Bullet
Rear Profile Shown

Strap*Inline

Damper Assembly

None

Clearview Centerbar Centerbar All Panels* Totalview* Cabinet Airseal* Bifold Airseal*

components /

Door Styles

Hinges

Mesh Options* Damper Styles

*may require additional upcharge   **not available for wood burning applications
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HamptonDesigner

DecorativeContemporaryWireSquare

Kingston

Bamboo

Craftsman*

Industrial*

Strap

Knob

Blacksmith*

Old World*

Transitional*

Visit www.stollindustries.com to find finish options for each of the handles listed below.

/ components

Handles

*may require additional upcharge
32



1517

1518

1519

1520

1523

1524

1510

1511

1514

1515

Pair any of our decorative louver options with your choice of our  
standard or premium powder coat options.  Models 1510, 1517 and 1523 
are also available in our overlay finishes. 

shown in burnished bronze with 1520 louvers

components /

Louver Options

33



Our powder coat process offers a durable, lasting finish. 
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Our two-step hand-finished process makes each finished product unique. Premium Powder Coat Options*

Standard Powder Coat Options

/ finishes34



Finishes shown for reference only, contact your dealer for samples and displays.
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Anodized Finishes*

Plated Finishes*

Overlay Finishes*
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Solid Finishes*

*may require additional upcharge
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Our wide range of products can be found in 

the finest specialty stores and design centers 

throughout the US and Canada.
Fireplace Doors

& Accessories Shelves Wall Systems Cabinet Facings BacksplashesRange Hoods

PROUDLY MADE
IN THE USA.

spring 2021153 hwy 201 / abbeville, sc 29620 

www.stollindustries.com


